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Abstract  Computer use is pervasive in our daily life and the increasing demand for computer applications has penetrated various domains. Construction industry has become one of the domains which is more reliable on the application of computers to implement regulatory compliance checking. Like many safety critical domains, the construction domain has its own set of international building codes on construction projects which must be complied. With the increasing complexity of construction projects, many manual compliance checking techniques have shown some serious issues. First, the manual techniques are error-prone due to human errors. Second, the complexity of a construction project exceeds the human limit to deal with. Third, the evolution of a construction project is inevitable, and the human maintenance of a construction project is almost impossible because either the memory of the original project design has faked away, or some development team members are gone. So, it has become a new trend to employ computers to support automatic regulatory compliance checking in construction industry. In this project, we propose a novel framework to support compliance checking with the emphasis on the foundation of automatic regulatory compliance checking to certify whether a construction project complies with some international building codes.
1 Introduction

Computer use is pervasive in our daily life and the increasing demand for computer applications has penetrated various domains. Construction industry has become one of the latest industries to be more reliable on the application of computer to implement regulatory compliance checking. Like many safety critical domains, the construction domain has its own set of international codes on construction projects which must comply with. With the increasing complexity of construction projects, many manual compliance checking techniques have some serious issues [1]. First, the manual techniques are error-prone due to human errors. Second, the complexity of a construction project exceeds the human limit to deal with. Usually, a construction project should consider a set of international codes for different purposes. For instance, a construction project should comply with ICC 2009 [2] as part of the overall construction requirement and Energy code [3] for the energy conservation purpose. Third, the evolution of a construction project is inevitable, and the human maintenance of a construction project is almost impossible because either the memory of the original project design has faked away, or some development team members are gone. So, it has become a new trend to employ computers to support automatic regulatory compliance checking in construction Industry.

Compliance checking is not new in the computer science community since more and more safety critical industries require compliance checking [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. One of the most important reasons is that the failure of a project in these industries can have a serious consequence such as loss of life. Central to the compliance checking is that developers must demonstrate that a system or a project indeed complies with the relevant governmental or international standard documents. Thanks to advance in Model Driven Engineering (MDE) [11], the automatic compliance checking has become a feasible means in support of compliance checking in various safety critical domains [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21].

Like compliance checking in the safety critical domains, the compliance checking in the construction industry has several obstacles which should be overcome. First, the ambiguity issue must be solved since most international codes in construction industry are written in a natural language like English [2]. Second, heterogeneity of the representation of construction projects from various construction companies when carrying out regulatory compliance checking is another touchy issue. Third, an appropriate integration methodology of a construction project into a set of international codes in construction industry should be sought.
In this project, we propose to apply the conformance checking, which has been widely used in the Model Driven Architecture (MDA) [11], in support of automatic regulatory compliance checking in construction industry. Conformance checking aims to ensure that an instance model conforms to its original model. Due to the four levels of models, conformance checking can be performed at various levels. In the construction industry context, we will apply conformance checking to level zero and one. Namely, a domain model at level one is used to model a set of international codes and represented in a class diagram in the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [22]. An instance model denotes a specific construction project to be checked against international codes. In MDA, a domain model usually includes constraints in the Object Constraint Language (OCL) [23] since many kinds of constraints in a class diagram cannot be represented. The conformance checking in MDA ensures that an instance model is a valid instance of the domain model. In other words, an instance model should satisfy all constraints in OCL as well as constraints given in a class diagram such as the multiplicity restriction if the instance model conforms to a class diagram. In this case, regulatory compliance checking of whether a project complies with a set of international codes is achieved.

Conformance checking at level one and zero is appropriate for conformance checking in construction industry due to the nature of international codes. Unlike some governmental and international standard documents, international codes in construction industry place more specific restrictions on a construction project. For instance, ICC 2009 requires “Interior spaces intended for human occupancy shall be provided with active or passive heating systems capable of maintaining a minimum indoor temperature of 68 degree at a point 3 feet above the floor on the design heating day” [2]. Obviously, this requirement can be well denoted by a class diagram, i.e. a domain model, where the constraint on an indoor temperature can be converted to an OCL constraint. Furthermore, a specific construction project can easily be converted to an instance model of a domain model, which models a set of international codes with which the project must comply. As a result, conformance checking leverages the capability of compliance checking in construction industry by ensuring that a specific construction project satisfies all constraints in a class diagram. To lay out the foundation of a framework to support automatic regulatory compliance checking in construction industry, we formalize compliance checking by means of conformance checking in this report.

The report is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some relevant work in support of compliance checking in various domains. Section 3 illustrates an example which demonstrates how conformance checking contributes to regulatory compliance checking in construction industry. Section 4 outlines the
application of the UML class diagram to formalize the international building code 2009 (chapter 19, section 1904) [2]. Section 5 presents the framework to support the compliance checking where two different methods via Eclipse EMF and programming are introduced respectively. In section 6, we lay out the theoretic foundation of automatic regulatory compliance checking by formalization of conformance checking. We finally draw a conclusion and present some future work in Section 7.

2 Related Work

Compliance checking has been widely discussed in the construction community and manual checking of compliance checking has been proved to be time consuming, error prone, and expensive. Instead, automatic compliance checking has been proposed to tackle these problems and researchers in the construction community have presented various techniques in support of automatic compliance checking [24]. Tan et al proposed an integration approach which combines building envelope design with building codes and simulation by means of decision tables [18]. Specifically, a building code is used to produce decision tables while information of a building project is represented as a tree-like structure via an Extended Building Information Model (EBIM) [25] including the building simulation output. Rules in the decision tables are checked for the design facts shown in EBIM to validate whether the building project complies with the building code. Ding et al proposed an approach to represent building codes via object-based rules and design via an Industry Foundation Classes (IFC)-based internal model [26] to support compliance checking according to accessibility regulations. The Construction and Real Estate Network (CONENET) [27] project of Singapore employed a method to use semantic object in the FORNAX library to represent design information while properties and functions in FORNAX objects are used to denote regulatory rules [28]. The SMRTcodes project (International Code Council (ICC) 2012 [29]) of the ICC adopted an approach to represent ICC codes in a tuple format and represent designs using an IFC-based model for automatic compliance checking. An approach given by Zhang et al concentrated on the integration of NLP and logic reasoning for automatic compliance checking [30]. Specifically, they employed NLP to generate a Prolog program to model a building code while converting design information for a construction project to a set of facts so running of the Prolog program can achieve the goal of compliance checking.

On the other hand, conformance checking is not new in the MDE community [31, 32]. The UML specification presents a metamodel for UML diagrams and the
specification includes well-formedness rules to enforce the constraints on UML diagrams back to the first version [33]. Thus, conformance checking has been proposed to ensure that a UML model satisfies the UML metamodel according to the UML specification. Various tools have been implemented to support the syntax checking for a UML model by means of conformance checking which enforces not only multiplicity but also all OCL constraints in the UML metamodel [34].

With the rapid development of MDE, the UML specification allows to define a domain specific language via the UML profile mechanism. The UML profile mechanism facilitates conformance checking in support of a user defined metamodel which extends the UML metamodel [35]. In this way, developers can define a specific language via a UML profile and apply conformance checking to ensure that a specific model satisfies the UML project, i.e. the specific language, according to some purpose. For instance, OMG published a UML testing profile dedicated to Model-based testing. Conformance checking thus ensures whether a specific testing procedure follows the UML testing profile or not. Furthermore, conformance checking has been used to support forward engineering recently. As progress has been made in MDE in the past decade, many tools have the forward engineering feature which translates a design model into some executable skeletal code such as C program and Java program to reduce the implementation time. What programmers do is to fill out the detailed implementation in the skeletal code. Thus, a state captured during an execution time can be checked against its original class diagram via conformance checking. In this way, conformance checking ensures that each valid program state does not violate the class diagram given by the design phase [36].

3 An Illustrative Example of Compliance Checking

One challenging issue in support of regulatory compliance checking is how to denote the regulatory requirements given in a set of international codes. Due to the ambiguity issue in a document written in a natural language, various techniques have been proposed. In this report, we employ a class diagram in UML to formalize the international codes in the construction industry. However, before presenting the formalization of conformance checking, we would like to illustrate how a UML class diagram models the text in an international code such as ICC 2009.

To formalize the text in an international code, we need to read carefully the code’s text to identify all concepts and their relationships. To systematically
analyze the text, we first label an important noun or noun phrase as a concept and create a definition in a glossary if the noun or noun phrase is first encountered. We also study the relationship between these concepts to create an association relationship. In doing so, we can create a class diagram to model the text of an international code in construction domain.

As an example, we consider the text retrieved from section 1204.1 in ICC 2009, which has the following text: “Interior spaces intended for human occupancy shall be provided with active or passive heating systems capable of maintaining a minimum indoor temperature of 68 degree at a point 3 feet above the floor on the design heating day”. In this text, we retrieve the following concepts: interior spaces, heating systems, design heating day, temperature, and above the floor. They are converted to UML classes InteriorSpace, HeatingSystem, HeatingDay and Temperature respectively. Specifically, we have attributes temp and locAboveFlr to denote the temperature at the specific point above the floor in class Temperature. Likewise, we have attribute isHD to denote whether a heating day is a design heating day or not in class HeatingDay. Also, we find an association between classes InteriorSpace and HeatingSystem to denote “Interior spaces ... shall be provided with active or passive heating systems.” The association between classes InteriorSpace and Temperature denotes the temperature at a specific location in an interior space required by the text “…maintaining a minimum indoor temperature of 68 degree at a point 3 feet above the floor on the design heating day”. Likewise, from the same part of the sentence, we have an association between classes Temperature and HeatingDay to model the temperature on a heating day. A complete class diagram is illustrated in Figure 1(i) to illustrate the main concepts as well as their relationship extracted from the text from Section 1204.1.

![Class Diagram](image)

**Figure 1 A domain model and an OCL constraint for Section 1204.1**
However, some constraints represented in the text of an international code cannot be represented in a UML class diagram. In this case, we need to employ OCL to denote such constraints. For instance, in the 1204.1 section, we cannot represent the restriction on the minimum indoor temperature. Thus, we give an OCL constraint to enforce the restriction which is shown in Figure 1(ii).

Once a class diagram is given based on the text of an international code, we can perform the automatic compliance checking by means of conformance checking in MDE to validate whether a construction project satisfies the code or not. In this way, we convert information from a construction project into an instance diagram and employ the conformance checking to achieve the compliance checking purpose. As an illustrative example, Figure 2(i) shows an example of a construction project which complies with the text of Section 1204.1 while Figure 2(ii) shows an example of another construction not complying with the same section. The former example shows two temperatures measured on two different design heating days and both temperatures satisfies the restriction of Section 1204.1. However, the latter example does not satisfy the OCL constraint since an instance of class *InteriorSpace*, i.e. object *t2*, has 60 degree as the value of the temperature at the point of 4 feet above the floor on a design heating day and this does not satisfy the OCL constraint; while the other temperature has the value of 76 degree at the point of 5 feet above the floor on the same design heating day.

![Figure 2 Instance models showing two different construction projects](image-url)
4 Formalization of International Code By UML Class Diagram

This section gives an example application of a UML diagram to the act of formalizing international building code. To aid construction site managers as they track building construction according to these standards, the mapping of site tools, materials, etc. to the standards as modeled through UML diagrams may be performed. Here we consider the example of Chapter 19 Concrete, section 1904 of [2]. The purpose of chapter 19 is to lay out standards regarding concrete construction. Section 1904 is devoted to regulations on concrete durability requirements. In [2], section 1904, classifications of exposure to chemicals or the environment are defined, along with restrictions on ratios of mixes of cementitious materials to water in concrete and the recommended minimum strengths of concrete mixes according to weathering exposure and location of concrete construction.

A UML model can be useful for relating defined specification rules placed on project material properties and overall design, via a graphical representation. With this representation, instances of the model that represent the resources applied at a construction site can be given values for their properties based on the ratings of their work site counterparts. In the example below, concrete steps are carried out to design a UML model related to section 1904. As a note, the models of each subsection of chapter 19 found able to be modeled as a UML diagram are featured in Appendix A. First, to build a UML model of section 1904, the document section is manually parsed to obtain components and constraints that are translated by the diagram designer. Nouns and pronouns (concepts, enumerations and concept attributes) are translated into interfaces, classes, association classes and class attributes. Nouns containing other identified nouns in their own names (generalizations) are translated and categorized as subclasses. Generalizations are listed in subclass-superclass pairs. Verbs and verb phrases related to noun pairs (relationships) are translated into associations between their classes. Sentences containing words like “shall” and “must” are translated as constraints. Constraints are listed with their related text sections.

To illustrate this process, a sample text is taken from section 1914.3 concrete properties, “Concrete mixtures shall conform to the most restrictive maximum water-cementitious materials ratios and minimum specified concrete compressive strength requirements of ACI 318, Section 4.3, based on the exposure classes assigned in Section 1904.2.” [2]. Here, we can extract concrete, water and cementitious materials as concepts. Given that the water and cementitious materials are related in a mixture ratio that is constrained, we can also consider this ratio as a concept and give it a floating-point number attribute.
that represents the ratio of water mixed with cementitious materials. Since this concept is dependent on the concepts of water and cementitious materials, we can define relationships between water-cementitious materials ratio and them. We also see there are references to exposure classes related to the previous subsection of 1904. These classes are given a small number of specified values. Due to this, the classes are considered enumerations and are defined as such in notes used to track concepts and other components to model. There is also a requirement on maximum water-cementitious materials ratios, which can be defined as a constraint that can be later applied to the UML model, for that related concept.

Concepts and attributes are documented and defined in a glossary according to what their purposes are to the section specification. Once all definitions are written, a UML diagram is created to hold the design of the section specifications. For this case, we consider the use of the Papyrus tool in an Eclipse Java development tool. The UML diagram contains classes that represent the key concepts of the section, that are cited. In section 1904, the concept of concrete is considered a class. Any properties of classes that can be enumerated, such as weather exposure severity, are treated as UML enumerations. Relationships between classes where concepts are dependent on other concepts are represented by association line connections from dependent concepts to the concepts on which they depend. Relationships where one or many concepts are a specialization of another concept are represented by generalization lines connected from the specialized concepts to their parent concept. Concept attributes are items applied directly to the classes of the concepts that contain them as properties defined by the specification. The completed UML diagram of this process for section 1904 is displayed in Appendix A, Figure 16.

Once all concepts, attributes and relationships have been represented on the UML diagram, we apply gathered constraints on classes that have properties that are being constrained. When constraints are applied to the diagram, they are written in the syntax of OCL. OCL is required when modeling this section, because it can be used to verify the correctness of a model instance’s properties, according to the constraints taken from section 1904. To illustrate the transformation of a textual constraint into an OCL equivalent, we can examine the same text given in the illustration of the process of defining concepts from section 1904. In the initial construction of the UML diagram, we consider constraints first directly defined in section 1904. For constraints applied from related external documents, such as American Concrete Council’s ACI 318 as cited in the above text example, the external documents will have those constraints noted and applied to the UML diagram in second phase refinement of
the diagram. With the initial phase of constraint modeling, we can extract an implicit constraint on concrete, requiring its compressive strength to be at least that of its minimum specified compressive strength. This can be translated into the following OCL constraint on concrete and its attributes minimumSpecifiedCompressiveStrength and compressiveStrength:

**Context**: Concrete  
**Invariant** MinimumSpecifiedCompressiveStrength:  
\[\text{self.compressiveStrength} \geq \text{self.minimumSpecifiedCompressiveStrength};\]

This translated sentence in OCL syntax states that for a given instance of concrete, its compressive strength must be rated greater than or equal to its minimum specified compressive strength. In the greater scope of modeling a document, this approach is applied to each subsection of each chapter in the document to be modeled, such that one overall model can be constructed from combining features of like-defined concepts between sections and referencing each section’s model in the overall model. Formalizing further, additional UML models created from chapter 19 sections of [2] in this initial phase are provided in Appendix A as well.

## 5 A FRAMEWORK TO SUPPORT COMPLIANCE CHECKING

According to the above example, we propose a new framework to support compliance checking in construction industry. The framework supports the formalization of a set of international building codes using UML class diagram as well as the representation of a construction project via an instance model. First, we employ a UML class diagram to represent an international building code which a construction project should comply with. At the same time, we adopt the Object Constraint Language to denote the constraints in the code which cannot be represented in the class diagram. As mentioned above, to leverage the communication between the designers of a domain model and a construction project, a glossary table is provided to explain how the concepts from an international building code are derived. Second, a construction project is converted to an instance model according to a class diagram. Once these two inputs are provided, conformance checking is carried out and a compliance checking result is returned to designer of a construction project. The conformance checking part in the framework will be built on the UML2 APIs [37], OCL APIs [23], and Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [38] in Eclipse.
A diagram illustrating an overall structure as well as the flow of compliance checking of the framework is shown in Figure 3.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 3** A framework to support compliance checking

In application of this framework, we can take the example from the previous section, after formalizing section 1904 of [2]. We can use two approaches to validate constraints and create instance files, related to the tasks of creating project instances and conducting conformance checking. Figure 4 and Figure 13 highlight the steps taken to use these approaches. In the first approach depicted in Figure 4, we have another tool in Eclipse Java called Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF), which can be used to create instances of the UML diagram and have them validated. EMF allows the creation of class instance files, that can have values given to their attributes. An instance of the model is represented by the collection of connected class instance files that represent the materials required in a project. A built-in validator in EMF is then used to verify the correctness of the instance model, by comparing its class properties and attributes to the constraints placed upon them according to the UML diagram. The messages are given by the tool according to whether all constraints were passed by the instance or a violation occurred.
Figure 4. Flowchart depicting steps for using Eclipse Java EMF for creating UML instance diagrams and validating them.

To apply this approach, the user must have Papyrus and Ecore downloaded into their development environments, Eclipse Java for this case. The user must open Eclipse and set their perspective to Papyrus. We do so and search for the UML project created for section 1904 in the file explorer of the environment. If the file doesn’t exist the current workspace used by Eclipse, it must be imported. Letting the model be in the directory, we select the UML file, open with a UML Editor, as shown in Figure 5.
We then select the model in the editor window, select UML Editor in the toolbar and select Convert To→Ecore Model..., as shown in Figure 6. This allows UML diagram to be saved in a .ecore file format, which can then be used to create dynamic class instances. To do so, we right-click on the converted file, open with Sample Reflective Ecore Model Editor, as shown in Figure 7. We select a class from which an instance will be created, right-click on it and select Create Dynamic Instance, shown in Figure 8. We choose Slab for this case, name the file and save it. We repeat instance creation for each class, for as many instances necessary to represent a project. Once we create the necessary instances, we fill them with data that is representative of the project instance. If an attribute of an instance references other instances, we select the top path in the instance file, go to Sample Reflective Editor→Load Resource..., shown in Figure 9. We browse and enter related instances to each reference and select ok, shown in Figure 10. This is done for each instance, which will then resolve the individual instances into an instance model of the section. To validate these instances, for each instance, we right-click on the instance under the first path listed in its Sample Reflective Editor window, select OCL and then select Validate, as shown in Figure 11. If there is no constraint violation, a success message as shown in Figure 12. Otherwise, a failure message is shown, which explains which constraint is violated. If at least one constraint is violated in the instance model, then the instance model for section 1904 is rejected.
Figure 6. Depiction of how to convert a designed document UML diagram into an Ecore Model. The highlighted menu options are those that must be selected in this step.

Figure 7. Depiction of step to view converted Ecore model of document UML model for creating project model instances. The highlighted menu options are those that must be selected in this step.
Figure 8. Depiction of step to create a class instance of an Ecore model in Eclipse Java EMF. The highlighted menu options are those that must be selected in this step.

Figure 9. Depiction of step to navigate Sample Reflective Editor menu to load references of class instances into a given model class instance, in Eclipse Java EMF. The highlighted menu options are those that must be selected in this step.
Figure 10. Depiction of step to load references of associated class instances in a model class instance in Eclipse Java EMF. The highlighted menu options are those that must be selected in this step.

Figure 11. Depiction of step to perform OCL validation on a model instance in Eclipse Java EMF. The highlighted menu options are those that must be selected in this step.
In the second approach, a program is written with Java programming language to automate the process of conformance checking and instance model production of a given UML diagram. The steps performed in this approach are given in Figure 13. When the user runs the program, they have the choice to enter a model file that will have class instances created from it and fed generated random data for constraint testing or can immediately enter an instance model file and its source model to validate. The user must enter a valid model file of type .uml or
a converted serialized version, .ecore in the first case, while instance file types, .xml and .xmi, and related model files in the second case. For this example, we load the .ecore file of section 1904 UML diagram, as shown in Figure 14. The class instances are generated from a dynamic runtime model of the loaded model file from the user and then the random data is given to them. When the instances are generated, not only do they contain the attributes of their source classes, but also annotations and constraints as well. These generated instances are saved to one xml file representing the instance diagram. After generating the instances, each instance’s information is printed to the console window for the user to see. An optional step may be taken where additional constraints to be placed on the project at runtime by the user, further constraining instances when such constraints are necessary. Next, the instances generated are taken in context of their source model file and have their constraints validated. For each class instance in the instance model, they are validated by their constraints and messages are printed to console according to whether each constraint has passed validation, as shown in Figure 15. With these features and additional applicable future features, this program can facilitate project model generation and validity testing according to documents upon which they are based.

Figure 14. Depiction of step to enter name of the Ecore file representative of the section 1904 UML diagram, from which an instance model will be created by the Java program. The input model file is entered within the console.
6 Formalization of Conformance Checking

In this section, we discuss the formalization of conformance checking for construction industry. As mentioned before, one integral part to conformance checking is a domain model which formally denotes a set of international codes and is given by a UML class diagram. Thus, we first formalize a UML class diagram as follows.

Let set $\mathcal{A}$ be an alphabet and $\mathcal{T}$ represents a set of type names. All string name set can be denoted as set $S \subseteq \mathcal{A}^*$. Set $\mathcal{T}$ includes all the types in UML such as Integer and all UML classes. Set $\text{Classes} \subseteq S$ denotes a set of class names. For each $c \in \text{Classes}$, we use $t_c \in T$ to denote the type which is the same as the class name $c$. The attributes of a class $c \in \text{Classes}$ are defined as a set $\text{Attribute}_c$ of signatures $a: t_c \rightarrow t$ where $a$ is the attribute and $t_c$ is the type of the class (name) $c$. A set of associations is given by

i) a finite set of names $\text{Associations} \subseteq S$ and

ii) a function $\text{associates}: \{ \text{Associations} \rightarrow \text{Classes}^+ \}$.

\[ a \rightarrow <c_1, \ldots, c_n> \text{ with } n > 2 \]
Let $as \in Associations$ be an association with $\text{associates}(as)=<c_1,,,c_n>$, which denotes an n-ary association $as$ connects class $c_1,,,c_n$. Each association has a role name at a class end. Role names are defined by a function:

$$\text{roles}: \{ \text{Associations} \rightarrow S^+ \\ as \rightarrow <r_1,,,r_n> \text{ with } n > 2 \}$$

Intuitively, $\text{roles}(as)=<r_1,,,r_n>$ assigns each class $c_i$ for $1 \leq i \leq n$ participating in the association $as$ a unique role name $r_i$. Let $as \in Associations$ be an association with $\text{associates}(as)=<c_1,,,c_n>$. The function $\text{multi}(as)=<M_1,,,M_n>$ assigns each class a non-empty $M_i \subseteq \mathbb{N}$ with $M_i \neq \{0\}$ for all $1 \leq i \leq n$, where $\mathbb{N}$ denotes the set of all integers.

A generalization hierarchy $<$ is a partial order on the set of classes $Classes$. For $c_1,c_2 \in Classes$ we have $c_1 < c_2$, if and only if the class $c_1$ is a child class of $c_2$ and $c_2$ is a parent class of $c_1$ in UML. In order to collect all parents of a give class, we define the following function:

$$\text{parent}: \{ \text{Classes} \rightarrow 2^{\text{Classes}} \\ c \rightarrow \{c' | c' \in \text{Classes} \text{ and } c < c' \} \}$$

Then the full set of attributes of class $c$ is given by set $\text{Attribute}_c^*$ which contains all inherited attributes along a generation hierarchy as well as those directly defined in $c$.

$$\text{Attribute}_c^* = \text{Attribute}_c \bigcup_{c' \in \text{parent}(c)} \text{Attribute}_{c'}$$

Another integral part to conformance checking is an instance model of a domain model. An instance model is used to model a specific construction project which consists of a set of objects as well as a set of links among them. Let $I$ denote a mapping from the domain of all class diagrams, called the UML domain, to the domain of all instance diagrams, called the semantics domain. The semantics domain includes all values, such as $OclVoid$, types defined in OCL, such as $\text{Integer}$, and user defined classes. The domain of all instance diagrams includes some values such as $\bot$, an invalid value, $\epsilon$, a null value, $\mathbb{Z}$ (all integer numbers), $\text{true}$, and $\text{false}$ for OCL predefined values and types. So, $I$ can be defined as $I(\text{Boolean})=\{\text{true, false}\} \cup \{\epsilon, \bot\}$. Values $\epsilon$ and $\bot$ enable the evaluation of an expression which includes undefined and invalid values.
Furthermore, the semantics domain includes a set of instances of a class $c \in \text{Classes}$ in a class diagram which is denoted by an infinite set $\text{oid}(c) = \{o_1, o_2, \ldots, o_n\}$. Then the domain of a class $c \in \text{Classes}$ is defined as $\text{I}_{\text{Classes}}(c) = \bigcup \{\text{oid}(c') | c' \in \text{Classes and c' < c}\}$. Likewise, we can define I on the association. For each association $as \in \text{Associations}$ with associates($as$) = $<c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_n>$, $\text{I}_{\text{Associations}}(as) = \text{I}_{\text{Classes}}(c_1) \times \cdots \times \text{I}_{\text{Classes}}(c_n)$ denotes all possible links among objects instantiated from classes $c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_n$ according to association $as$. Next, an instance model for a class diagram $D$ is a structure $\pi(D)=\{\sigma_{\text{Classes}}, \sigma_{\text{Attributes}}, \sigma_{\text{Associations}}\}$ which consists of the following three parts:

i. The finite set $\sigma_{\text{Classes}}(c) \subseteq \text{oid}(c)$ represents all instance of class $c$ in an instance model;

ii. Function $\sigma_{\text{Attributes}}(a)$ assigns attribute values to each object: $\sigma_{\text{Attributes}}(a): \sigma_{\text{Classes}}(c) \rightarrow \text{I}(t)$ for each $a: t_c \rightarrow t \in \text{Attribute}_c$; and

iii. The finite set $\sigma_{\text{Associations}}(as) \subseteq \text{I}_{\text{Associations}}(as)$ denotes all valid links satisfying the multiplicity restriction defined for the association $as$.

A constraint ocl in OCL can be evaluated on an instance diagram $ins$ derived from a class diagram $d$ via the semantics function $I$: $\text{Constraints} \times \text{Environment} \rightarrow \{\text{true}, \text{false}\}$. An environment derived from an instance diagram and denoted as $\pi$ consists of a state $\sigma$ and a variable assignment $\beta$. The semantics function $I$ is applied to the syntax of all OCL structures. For instance, $I$ is applied to an if statement in OCL as follows and semantics for the rest OCL structure can be found [23]:

$$I(\text{if } e_1 \text{ then } e_2 \text{ else } e_3 \text{ endif }; \pi) = \begin{cases} I(e_2; \pi), \text{if } I(e_1; \pi) = \text{true}; \\ I(e_3; \pi), \text{if } I(e_1; \pi) = \text{false}; \\ \bot, \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

For a specific constraint $l$, an environment $\pi$ derived from an instance diagram $ins$, which is an instance model of a domain model $d$, and a mapping function $I$, if $I(l; \pi) = \text{true}$, then we say the environment $\pi$ derived from instance diagram $ins$ satisfies the domain model $d$ based on the constraint $l$, denoted as $ins \models_{(l, \pi)} l$. If an instance diagram $ins$ satisfies a domain
model $d$ based on all the constraints in $d$, which is $\forall l \in d.\text{Constraints}$, such that $\text{ins} \conformsto_{(I, \pi)} l$, then we say the instance diagram conforms to the domain model denoted as $\text{ins} \conformsto_{(I, \pi)} d$. The conformance relationship $\conformsto_{(I, \pi)}$ ensures that an instance diagram is a valid instance of the domain model. Assume a domain model $d$ is derived from a code $C$ and some instance diagram $\text{ins}$ is based on a specific project denoted as $S$. If we have $\text{ins} \conformsto_{(I, \pi)} d$, then we say the project $S$ comply with the code $C$.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this report, we introduce how to support the compliance checking in construction industry can be achieved the conformance checking used in safety critical domains by means of MDE. One of the most important reasons we choose conformance checking is that several frameworks are available to carry out conformance checking in the MDE community. We employ the application of UML2 APIs, and OCL APIs in the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) to support the conformance checking as illustrated earlier. EMF has been extensively applied as a framework to support MDA. Various tools and plugins such as IBM Rational Architect [39] and Eclipse Papyrus Plugin have been developed to support the EMF framework. The UML2 APIs are a set of APIs to process a UML model such as a class diagram while OCL APIs provide a set of APIs to aid OCL evaluation in a UML model. The UML2 and OCL APIs provide us with a programmatic method to automatically perform conformance checking. These frameworks have been proved efficient in the execution of conformance checking and we wish the efficiency of these frameworks can leverage the capability of compliance checking in construction industry and shorten design time for a construction project. As a result, our framework is proved to be efficient when applying to several case studies. Furthermore, the formal definition of compliance checking provides the theoretic foundation of application of these frameworks in construction industry, ensuring that conformance checking carried out by the frameworks can be further proved to be correct in the support of compliance checking.

As the future work, we will plan to develop new features in the framework to leverage the capability of developers to estimate project cost. In fact, cost estimation is a daunting task requiring developers’ experience and most of cost estimation is done manually. But with a domain model generated by a UML class diagram according to an international building code, it can provide us some benefit to build features such as supporting project cost estimation as future work.
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8 Appendix

A. Figures ICC international code 2009, sample formalized UML diagrams of sections able to be modeled as UML diagrams, under first document parsing phase

Figure 16. UML diagram of ICC international code 2009, chapter 19 section 1904.

Figure 17. UML diagram of ICC international code 2009, chapter 19 section 1905.

Figure 18. UML diagram of ICC international code 2009, chapter 19 section 1907.
Figure 19. UML diagram of ICC international code 2009, chapter 19 section 1909.

Figure 20. UML diagram of ICC international code 2009, chapter 19 section 1910.
Figure 21. UML diagram of ICC international code 2009, chapter 19 section 1911.

Figure 22. UML diagram of ICC international code 2009, chapter 19 section 1913.
Figure 23. UML diagram of ICC international code 2009, chapter 19 section 1914.

Figure 24. UML diagram of ICC international code 2009, chapter 19 section 1915.